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Chapter 321: I’ll Help You Settle Such a Small Matter. 

 

Sister Li glared angrily at Xia Mengxuan. It was one thing for her to make a huge fuss in the office as 

usual but it was absolutely disgusting to see her do the same in front of outsiders, behaving as if she was 

desperately wishing for Lu Man to die! 

“What are you called?” Wang Lu pretended to have forgotten her name and pointed at Lu Man. “Submit 

a couple of proposals first for us to see whether you really match our standards. If not, I’ll still have to 

find another company. Don’t waste our time.” 

His arrogance even made Chen Shimian become furious. No one here owed him anything, yet he was 

being all smug and snobby, pointing fingers and criticizing everyone! 

He wanted to help Lu Man rebuke, but was held back by Brother Zhang. Brother Zhang shook his head at 

him, telling him not to be too rash. 

Even Wu Lize frowned. He, too, didn’t like Wang Lu’s attitude. Earlier on when he first met him, he 

already felt that Wang Lu was rather arrogant, but he didn’t expect him to cross the line even more. 

Just as he was about to speak, Lu Man coldly asked. “Did I agree to anything?” 

“Why?” Wang Lu was taken aback. “You still don’t wish to take the case?” 

“I’ve already said so earlier. I won’t take the case and it’s not that I don’t have the time to do so. Right 

now, I am really not busy, but I will not help someone like Yu Xingzhou,” Lu Man was firm and decisive, 

she rejected him right away. 

“Who do you think you are? Even if you accept the case, we’ll still have to see if your proposal is good or 

not. Yet here you are already putting on airs and being haughty. You better not regret it!” Furious, Wang 

Lu berated Lu Man. 

Lu Man directly stood up. “I won’t regret it. Regarding Yu Xingzhou’s image crisis, I will not help him 

settle it. You can find someone else. This is Han Corporation. Even if I have to receive a punishment for 

this, it is still our company’s internal matter. As an outsider, stop pointing fingers and ordering people 

around here.” 

“Lu—” Xia Mengxuan still wanted to disgust Lu Man with some lousy argument of hers, but ducked away 

in fear with just one glance from Wu Lize. 

“Lu Man is right, this is our company. Whether or not Lu Man receives any punishment, it is still our 

company’s internal affairs. I’m sorry that no one in our department wishes to accept your case. I can’t 

do anything about it either,” Wu Lize said coldly. 

He was a professional in Public Relations. It didn’t matter whether the client was right or wrong, only 

the case mattered. 



However, solely because of Wang Lu’s attitude, even if they did accept the case, they definitely wouldn’t 

be able to avoid any trouble in the future. 

Even Wu Lize himself didn’t want to take up the case. 

“Hmph, you all better wait and see!” Wang Lu swung his arm angrily and stormed off. 

After leaving the PR department, Wang Lu made a phone call in the corridor, “President Yu.” 

President Yu was actually the Vice-president of Han Corporation. However, he didn’t like hearing the 

word ‘vice’ in his title and hence everyone called him President Yu. 

Upon hearing Wang Lu’s complain, CEO Yu didn’t take it to heart. “Sure, I’ll help you settle such a small 

matter.” 

Wang Lu hung up the phone. Then, he walked smugly towards the Public Relations Department. 

“Now, all of you, tell me, why won’t you accept Yu Xingzhou’s case? He just behaved arrogantly and 

acted like a diva and got some bad comments, that’s all. It’s not a very difficult case, right?” Wu Lize 

asked. 

They had received countless cases like this where celebrities acted like a diva. 

Thus, Sister Li explained Wu Lize what happened downstairs, “Manager, perhaps you might think that 

we aren’t separating our personal feelings from work, but Yu Xingzhou himself doesn’t feel that there’s 

anything wrong with his attitude. Therefore, we will not help him. Helping him is equivalent to harming 

a bunch of kids.” 

Wu Lize pinched the bridge of his nose. “Anyway, Yu Xingzhou isn’t any big-shot, and the company 

doesn’t value him a lot either. I’ll forget about this time, but you definitely can’t do this next time. Could 

it be that because you all are too tired that you guys all won’t work? However, you can’t reject any case 

just because of your own personal feelings or because you don’t like the client.” 

No matter what their thoughts were, at that moment, everyone agreed. 

Chapter 322: All of You, Apologize to Mr. Wang! 

 

At that moment, Wang Lu surprisingly walked in again. Already having disliked Yu Xingzhou’s behavior, 

Chen Shimian said solemnly, “Did you leave something behind?” 

“I’m here to wait for you all to change your mind.” Wang Lu’s face looked like that of a villain who had 

achieved what he wanted. 

“We will not change our mind,” Brother Zhang replied coldly. He just couldn’t stand how Wang Lu was 

acting all haughty and smug, looking down on others. 

“Won’t change your mind?” Wang Lu scoffed sarcastically. “I’ve already said so earlier, don’t be too sure 

of yourself so soon. In a while, you can tell me again whether or not you changed your mind!” 



At that moment, Wu Lize walked out and saw Wang Lu. “Since we aren’t taking your case, please do not 

disturb us at work. This isn’t a reception area.” 

“Chasing me away? I just won’t leave. I’ll be waiting here. After a while, I want to see if your answer is 

still the same.” Wang Lu was acting unreasonably, refusing to budge. 

Finally, annoyed and extremely frustrated, Wu Lize said coldly, “Even if you insist on staying here, we 

won’t change our mind.” 

If he even felt that it was quite a loss in the past, after seeing Wang Lu’s behavior right now, he was 

thankful that they didn’t accept Yu Xingzhou’s case. 

If not, with someone like Wang Lu acting so obnoxiously and unreasonably, they sure would have 

trouble in the future. 

“Hehe!” Wang Lu laughed sarcastically, completely fearless. 

All this while, Lu Man stood silently at the side and observing him act so haught. She really wanted to 

see on whom this Wang Lu was dependent. 

“Brother Wang!” Just then, Vice President Yu finally rushed over. When he entered, he didn’t spare a 

glance at others and directly rushed forward to shake hands with Wang Lu. “Brother Wang, why didn’t 

you let me know beforehand that you are coming here? I would have personally come to greet you.” 

At that moment, Wang Lu smugly side-eyed Brother Zhang and everyone else. He then finally replied to 

Vice President Yu, “It was originally a small matter. I thought that it would be fine if I just came to the 

Public Relations Department directly. But who knew that they would actually refuse to take my case, 

and even their attitude was extremely terrible.” 

Wang Lu pointed first at Brother Zhang then Sister Li, then Chen Shimian before finally pointing at Lu 

Man, “Him, her, him her! Haha! They were all pretty unreasonable! Especially this woman—” 

Pointing at Lu Man, Wang Lu grumbled. “She said that she wouldn’t take on any case of Yu Xingzhou. 

Her attitude was extremely horrible.” 

Vice President Yu’s face instantly turned cold. “All of you sure are impressive and so bold! Mr. Wang 

himself came to request you all, yet you dared to chase this guest away! Lu Man, don’t think that just 

because you won an award that you’re so impressive and that the company can’t do without you! All of 

you, apologize to Mr. Wang immediately!” 

“President Yu,” Wu Lize spoke up for them. “There was nothing wrong with their attitude. The Public 

Relations Department already has a lot of cases right now, we really can’t find the manpower. It’s Mr. 

Wang who was being difficult and forcing us. We can’t treat our employees as robots either, right?” 

“Stop finding excuses! You honestly don’t know how to reflect on your mistakes and repent!” Vice 

President Yu reprimanded. “Lu Man isn’t free?” 

“After Lu Man won the Best Newcomer Award, she’s already booked up with appointments until next 

month. Last month, she wasn’t in the office, so we already had to reject so many clients. Now that she’s 

back, she already has to start handling those appointed cases right from this morning,” Wu Lize 

explained. 



“Yu Xingzhou is our company’s artiste, your Public Relations Department’s priority should be to help him 

deal with his crisis. I’ll ask you one more time, will you take this case or not!” 

Only then did Wang Lu point at Lu Man, grinning from ear-to-ear. “Her colleague said that she has won 

some Gold Finger Best Newcomer Award so she’s pretty impressive. Besides, she was the one who was 

in charge of Du Lin’s case. Right now, Du Lin’s career is developing pretty well. Let her submit a couple of 

proposals.” 

Of course, after Lu Man would submit her proposals, he will find all sorts of reasons just to refute them. 

Wasn’t this stupid brat trying to be unreasonable with him? 

Chapter 323: Intentionally Making Things Difficult 

 

She really didn’t know her place at all, and still dared to be unreasonable with him. Did she really think 

that just because she won some puny lousy award she was an amazing person? 

He wanted her to know that he wasn’t someone to be messed with. 

Since she was in the Public Relations Department, did she think that she wouldn’t have any contact with 

him and could just look down on him! 

“Alright, Lu Man will handle it then.” Vice President Yu said, “Lu Man, draft a couple of proposals for Mr 

Wang to choose from until he’s finally pleased. We’ll leave Yu Xingzhou’s matter to you.” 

Vice President Yu then turned his head and asked Wang Lu, “By when do you want the proposals?” 

Wang Lu evilly curled up a corner of his mouth. “I want the proposals by tomorrow.” 

Currently, other than Vice President Yu and Xia Mengxuan, everyone felt that Wang Lu was intentionally 

making things difficult. 

For him, PR crisis management proposals were like a game to him, did he really think he could just ask 

for as many as he wanted? Or did he think that he could just casually find a couple proposals on the 

internet? 

Even if this case wasn’t difficult, asking Lu Man to churn it out in one evening, was honestly him making 

things difficult for her. 

Wu Lize frowned. “President Yu, this is way too rushed. If one could really churn out quite a few 

proposals in one night, we wouldn’t have been tormented for a long period of time over Du Lin’s case 

previously.” 

“That’s right!” Sister Li backed him up. “And would you even dare to use a proposal that was so easily 

prepared? It definitely wouldn’t be perfect enough.” 

President Yu looked at Wang Lu and Wang Lu then nodded lightly. Vice President Yu said, “Then just 

one!” 

“I won’t even do one,” Lu Man replied coldly. 



“Why? Is one night’s time not even enough?” Wang Lu smiled coldly. “Then you really aren’t 

professional at all. You are in charge of managing public relations crises, once something happens to a 

client, would the public even give you enough time to finish thinking before they start discussing about 

it? Do you really think that I know nothing just because i’m an outsider? So many public relations 

officers stay up all night just to come up with a proposal to solve those crises. Why can’t you do it then? 

Looks like you’re only just so-so.” 

Chen Shimian pursed his lips in anger tightly. Speaking to them, professionals, about efficiency was way 

too ridiculous! 

Did he really think they didn’t know? 

“Drafting the proposal is only the first step of solving a crisis. It just controls the crisis within a perimeter, 

a crisis can’t be completely solved overnight.” Brother Zhang said solemnly. 

“Then let her draft a complete proposal, that’s my bottom line.” Wang Lu raised his voice, “If this 

proposal satisfies me, I’ll then make her the in-charge of Yu Xingzhou’s case. Don’t think that I’ll give her 

the charge just because i’m making her draft a proposal. It’s just a test for her. Also, since Yu Xingzhou’s 

case is urgent, I can only give her one night’s time.” 

Acting like a diva had still somewhat affected Yu Xingzhou’s public image. 

Not only had he lost many fans, but many advertisers and event organizers also didn’t contact Yu 

Xingzhou anymore. 

“No need,” Lu Man refused coldly. 

“You won’t need a night’s time?” Wang Lu questioned. “It’s good that you have confidence, but you 

must have the enough talent to match it too. However, if you’re this confident, then submit the 

proposal to me before leaving work today..” 

“I never said that I agreed to take on this case,” Lu Man said coldly. 

“What do you mean!” Wang Lu was furious. He didn’t expect that even now Lu Man would have to guts 

to talk back. 

“I really won’t take up this case. It will the same regardless who you find to order me. When I say I’m not 

taking it on, I won’t, no matter what.” After Lu Man spoke, she turned around and headed back to her 

seat. 

Clearly she didn’t care about Wang Lu at all. 

However, Vice President Yu was infuriated. It was one thing to disregard Wang Lu, but surprisingly Lu 

Man didn’t leave him any face.. 

In the company, from higher management to lower workers, everyone knew that Vice President Yu 

extremely cared about his face. 

Chapter 324: Pack up Your Things and Leave! 

 



If not, he clearly wouldn’t have made others call him President Yu despite only being the Vice-President. 

“Stop right there!” Vice President Yu roared, “Lu Man, I’ll give one last chance, will you take it or not? If 

you won’t take the case, leave this company!” 

“President Yu!” Wu Lize’s expression changed immediately. “That wasn’t what Lu Man meant.” 

However, Xia Mengxuan suddenly spoke up at that moment. “Lu Man, this company isn’t owned by you 

or your family, you can’t just do whatever you want. I know that you think that because you’re going to 

join a performing arts school, you’ll resign sooner or later, and thus now you don’t even care about your 

superiors.” 

Thus, the anger written on Vice President Yu’s face only got worse; there was actually even something 

like this. 

No wonder Lu Man was so bold! 

“However, as long as you are in this company, you are just an ordinary employee, you have to listen to 

your superiors’ orders!” Xia Mengxuan’s raised her voice, her voice bright and clear. 

Vice President Yu gave an appreciative look to Xia Mengxuan. 

That made Xia Mengxuan straighten her back in pride even more. Now that she had definitely caught 

Vice President Yu’s eye, it would be beneficial for her future development and career progression. 

Moreover, she just couldn’t stand how this bunch of people in the office behaving all fake. Each and 

every one of them always acted as if they were on some moral high ground and looked down on her. 

Hmph! 

Helping Lu Man like this, was it really worthwhile? 

Anyway, their words didn’t carry any weight. 

In front of Vice President Yu, it was nothing! 

“Xia Mengxuan, it’s not your place to talk here.” Wu Lize upbraided her coldly. 

He, the head of this department, had yet to say a word, and Xia Mengxuan had already reprimanded Lu 

Man. 

Right in front of him, she was trying to suck up to Vice President Yu and show off her professionalism. 

How dare she treat him like he was dead? 

All this while, Wu Lize wasn’t worried for Lu Man as with Han Zhuoli backing her, a mere President Yu 

was nothing. 

“I think that Xiao Xia is rather reasonable!” Vice President Yu heard Wu Lize’s words and repoved him 

harshly. “As the manager of the public relations department, you can’t even manage your own 

employee, and yet you still have the cheek to talk about others? Xia Mengxuan is right. As the 

company’s employee, Lu Man has to follow the company’s orders!” 

Xia Mengxuan lifted her chin up, smugness written over her face. 



Wu Lize’s face darkened. Once today’s matter was over, he would make sure to take care of Xia 

Mengxuan first. 

Did Xia Mengxuan really think that pleasing Vice President Yu and making a good impression meant that 

there would be a bright future ahead for her? 

She better not forget that he was still her direct superior! 

Although right now Vice President Yu seemed like he was rather satisfied with Xia Mengxuan today, 

after this is over, he would definitely forget an insignificant person like Xia Mengxuan. 

Moreover, Xia Mengxuan still had to work under him. 

From now on, as long as Xia Mengxuan stayed in the Public Relations Department, he would make sure 

she suffers! 

Wu Lize’s face darkened but he didn’t say anything else. 

Seeing that even Wu Lize’s words were useless, Brother Zhang, Sister Li and others couldn’t say anything 

either. It would just be futile, anyway. 

They glared furiously at Xia Mengxuan. 

Normally, no matter how much they argued in the office and how much they couldn’t stand the sight of 

each other, but she had gone overboard by adding insult to injury right now! 

“Lu Man, will you take this case or not!” CEO Yu asked once more. 

Lu Man stopped and turned around. Calmly yet steadily, she rejected him. “No.” 

“Alright then, pack up your things and leave!” Vice President Yu pointed at Lu Man. “Do you think that 

you’re some big-shot because you’ve won some award, giving you the right to be so unreasonable and 

do whatever you want in the company! If not for Han Corporation providing you this platform, do you 

really think you could have had the chance to win the award? Everything you have right now was given 

to you by the company. Without Han Corporation’s support, you’re nothing! As an employee of the 

company, you won’t listen to the company’s others, then the company doesn’t need an employee like 

you either. Leave now!” 

Everyone was silenced in shock. Vice President Yu was actually serious. 

Just because Lu Man refused to accept a case, he actually chased Lu Man away. He went way too 

overboard. 

Chapter 325: This Was Definitely a Trap! 

 

There were so many cases that their Public Relations Department didn’t take up. Was it that they no 

matter what they had to take up every single case? 

Honestly, they didn’t have that much time for every single case. 



Sister Li looked at Lu Man anxiously and inched towards her carefully. She stealthily tugged on Lu Man’s 

sleeve, telling her to let her say a couple of pleasing words to pacify Vice President instead and ask for 

Vice President Yu’s forgiveness. 

Getting fired over such a small matter was definitely not worth it. 

Even if in the future Lu Man was going to resign to go learn to act in a school, resigning versus getting 

fired were completely two different matters. 

However, from the steady look on Lu Man’s face, she could feel how stubborn and determined Lu Man 

was. She would never let Sister Li say anything pleasing either. 

Not that Sister Li thought about it, but ever since Lu Man had joined the company, this wasn’t the first 

or second time that others had come looking for her for trouble. Yet, somehow she had never really 

seen Lu Man frightened before. 

Left with no choice, Sister Li could only look at Brother Zhang for help. 

Brother Zhang plucked up his courage, bracing himself he said, “President Yu…” 

“Pleading for her?” Vice President Yu definitely couldn’t allow anyone to challenge his authority. “Those 

who plead for her will have to leave with her too!” 

Vice President Yu then pointed to the door of the office. 

After such a stern scolding from Vice President Yu, Brother Zhang’s face flamed up in anger. 

Everyone else too felt angry and unfair. Vice President Yu was too much of a bully! 

“If the rest of you also think it’s unfair, leave this company!” CEO Yu was livid. 

After a while, seeing that no one said anything, he added, “None of you are saying anything else. So 

none of you have any more opinions, right!” 

Everyone fought to suppress their anger, their face flushed red as they tried their best to hold it back. 

However, no one dared to utter a single word. 

“Very good.” Satisfied, CEO Yu broke into a pleased and smug smile. “Now, who will take Yu Xingzhou’s 

case? I’ll repeat it once more, if you don’t want to take it, leave this company!” 

Everyone looked at each other, glances were exchanged everywhere. 

Brother Zhang hesitated a lot, going back and forth and was just about to open his mouth. 

Suddenly, a low and cold voice, seething with anger could be heard coming from near the door. “What a 

bold tone!” 

Everyone was shocked. Vice President Yu violently froze. When he turned around, he saw Han Zhuoli 

standing at the door and behind him stood Zheng Tianming and the actual President of Han Corporation, 

President He. 



Han Zhuoli first looked at Lu Man. At that moment, everyone’s attention was focused on Han Zhuoli. 

Other than Zheng Tianming and President He, no one saw Lu Man smile lightly at Han Zhuoli, indicating 

that she was fine and completely didn’t take Vice President Yu’s words to heart at all. 

Zheng Tianming had long since been used to it. However, when President He saw Lu Man’s reaction, he 

couldn’t help but feel shocked. Unable to control himself, he turned and looked at Han Zhuoli. 

He then saw Han Zhuoli was also looking right at Lu Man’s direction. His gaze was much softer and 

gentler. It wasn’t that enraged and deadly look he had just now when he entered. 

As if realizing something President He looked towards Zheng Tianming for confirmation. 

Zheng Tianming had already predicted that President He would be left speechless. He smiled lightly and 

nodded at President He, confirming his suspicions. 

President He felt that at this age, after becoming the President of Han Corporation, he had already seen 

all sorts of wild and crazy things. However, he still broke out in a cold sweat out of shock right now. 

The CEO… CEO’s girlfriend was actually working in Han Corporation, and that too in the Public Relations 

Department! 

This was definitely a trap! 

Thankfully, he was seated high up in the top management, so he usually wouldn’t have much chance to 

come in contact with the ordinary employees. 

Moreover, thinking about it, he probably hadn’t given any order that had been disadvantageous or 

unfavorable to Lu Man. 

President He sighed in relief. 

However, clearly, Vice President Yu still didn’t know about it. Right now, he was stubbornly dashing 

down the road to death, and he was just running faster and faster. 

President He was extremely glad about that, now he just had to wait for Vice President Yu to suffer. 

For a long time, he already couldn’t stand the sight of this Vice President Yu. By asking others to call him 

as President Yu, he was clearly eagerly coveting for his role of President. 

There are people who always keep observing you from the side, waiting for you to slip-up, and ever-

ready to give you a deadly blow, just so that they could replace you anytime. 

Chapter 326: Don’t Listen What He’s Saying 

 

No one would be happy having such people besides them. 

While Han Zhuoli took big strides into the office, Vice President Yu was completely unaware that a crisis 

was going to befall him. 

After being stunned for a moment, he instantly regained his calmness and spoke with much dignity and 

honor. “CEO, honestly, these Public Relations Department employees are too much. Normally, the 



company lets them off easily, and since they have Han Corporation backing them, they have become 

arrogant and now are even picking on their jobs. They can dare to go against a rational request by their 

senior. Because of their disrespectful behavior towards seniors and inability to even carry out their basic 

job requirements properly, I scolded them.” 

With a mocking smile on his face, President He looked at Vice President Yu act and did not tell him 

anything. 

Right after that, Vice President Yu pointed at Lu Man, wanting to seek death even more. “It’s her, her 

actions are especially horrible, she does not have a single bit of respect towards the client, and her 

actions are tarnishing the image of our company, we definitely cannot keep such people. So I took the 

lead and fired her in order to teach everyone a lesson and to let them know their worth and position in 

this company.” 

“Are you done talking?” Han Zhuoli asked coldly. 

Vice President Yu suddenly became aware and noticed that Han Zhuoli’s expression was not good, why 

was his face turning blacker and blacker? 

Being able to get to the Vice President position, Vice President Yu was not utterly useless, he was 

especially talented at noticing people’s facial expression. 

Looking at Han Zhuoli’s current expression, he began to wonder if he had said something wrong just 

now. 

But no matter how much he thought, he could not think of anything going wrong. 

It seemed like he did not say anything wrong! 

“Manager Wu, you tell me, how does your Public Relations Department accept cases,” Han Zhuoli said. 

Even until now, Wu Lize was still somewhat unaccustomed to Han Zhuoli and Lu Man dating. 

Listening to Han Zhuoli’s question, he hurriedly managed his emotions, and said, “There are so many 

cases, we don’t take up every single case, if we do that, we will never be able to finish all the cases. 

There are a few cases that are utterly impossible for public relations to manage, and even if we do it, the 

effects won’t be good, so we don’t take up such cases. Other smaller PR companies don’t care that 

much and take it up first and think later. In case the effect is not good? They will just chase the client for 

more funding and as long as there’s money, they will try solving it although there won’t be much of a 

good result. But we can’t do that.” 

“That means you don’t take up every single case,” Han Zhuoli said. 

“It’s just like that,” Wu Lize nodded. 

Han Zhuoli then asked Vice President Yu, “So, is there a problem?” 

“…” Vice President Yu was stunned, “CEO, it’s not —” 

“It’s not what?” Han Zhuoli said coldly, “You seemed to have a lot of power just now when yelling, you 

even asked people to get lost.” 



“I… I can’t stand their work attitude,” Vice President Yu was unable to defend himself. 

Not able to stand it anymore, Chen Shimian said, “CEO, Mr. Wang is Yu Xingzhou’s manager, and wanted 

us to solve the case of Yu Xingzhou throwing his temper around and acting like a diva recently. But Yu 

Xingzhou as a person is no good.” 

Chen Shimian did not hold back and directly narrated the whole incident that happened downstairs to 

the Han Zhuoli. “So, no matter what, we won’t take up this case. Such a celebrity is already 

embarrassing Han Corporation!” 

Seeing Vice President Yu’s situation now, it was unlikely for him to have a good ending for him. 

All this while, Chen Shimian had kept his anger all in, so now why would he give him face and continue 

calling him President Yu. 

“Who would have known that as soon as Vice President Yu came, he would start to scold people even 

when we had already told him our reasons for not taking the case. But Vice President Yu just didn’t want 

to listen, and anyone who isn’t listening to him is in the wrong. If anyone objects, he would fire them.” 

Chen Shimian smiled coldly. “It’s like he is the owner of this company.” 

“CEO, don’t listen to what he’s nonsense he is spouting!” Vice President Yu was extremely angry, and 

silently promised that once this whole fiasco was over, he would take his revenge on Chen Shimian! 

Chapter 327: My Girlfriend 

 

Han Zhuoli gave a deadly look to Vice President Yu, making Vice President Yu’s heart suddenly go cold. 

Han Zhuoli’s expression seemed like he could see through his thoughts clearly. 

“So you’re saying what you’re doing is for the benefit of this company?” 

“Exactly!” Vice President Yu nodded his head shamelessly. 

“But, the one you pointed at and asked to get lost, is my girlfriend,” Han Zhuoli simply said a sentence, 

and it was like a sudden clap of thunder rang in everyone’s heart. 

“Girl… Girl… Girlfri…” Vice President Yu could not even pronounce the simple word ‘girlfriend’. 

Right now, his mind was completely muddled, he did not know what to do at all. He was totally unable 

to accept the sudden news. 

How did Lu Man suddenly become Han Zhuoli’s girlfriend! 

This Han Zhuoli really did not do things the normal way, having his girlfriend work in his company as an 

ordinary worker, was it very fun? 

Not only Vice President Yu, even Brother Zhang, Sister Li, were all shocked. 

Lu Man was actually… actually the CEO’s girlfriend! 

Why… why did she never say it before? 



Before this, during the Gold Finger Award, although they were a bit suspicious, in the end, they could 

not confirm it. 

Because no matter what kind of troubles Lu Man suffered, Lu Man had dealt with them herself all alone, 

and Han Zhuoli had never made an appearance before. 

What kind of person would treat their girlfriend like that? 

Even though he knew that people from the same department were bullying Lu Man, he did not do 

anything and let Lu Man deal with it alone. 

Therefore, any suspicions that Sister Li or anyone else had completely disappeared. 

If Han Zhuoli knew their thoughts, he would clarify their accusations towards him. 

It was not that he did not want to do anything; it was just that his girlfriend’s fighting power was truly 

too good, she just did not need him to do anything at all. 

Because Xia Mengxuan had left early on the night of Gold Finger Award, she did not see the sweet 

interaction between Han Zhuoli and Lu Man at that time. 

But actually, even if she had seen it, she would probably have been unwilling to believe it and preferred 

to hypnotize herself because according to her Lu Man could never have any relationship with Han 

Zhuoli. 

However, now, when it came out from Han Zhuoli’s mouth, she couldn’t not believe it! 

Xia Mengxuan was so shocked that she started to break out in a cold sweat, what… what had she said 

just now? 

The words she had said, she did not know if Han Zhuoli had heard it. 

All this was not right, moreover, with her previous treatment towards Lu Man, how could it be that Lu 

Man did not tell on her to Han Zhuoli! 

Petrified, Xia Mengxuan’s face turned ghastly pale in an instant. 

How… How would Han Zhuoli deal with her? 

This hateful Lu Man! 

Even though she was already dating Han Zhuoli, she did not say a single word, was it that she was very 

happy watching them totally oblivious? 

It felt like she was a clown, while she kept boasting and acting around Lu Man, Lu Man must have been 

always laughing at her! 

Initially, Xia Mengxuan was scared, but then, it turned into extreme anger as she felt that she had been 

tricked by Lu Man. 

Later on, there was even an uncontrollable sense of jealousy. 

What right did Lu Man have! 



Which part of her was so good that she was able to become Han Zhuoli’s girlfriend! 

Where did she get such kind of good luck from! 

She had definitely joined the company through Han Zhuoli. 

No wonder time and time again, Lu Man had so many special privileges, even Dai Yiran could not 

compete with her. 

She must have first become Han Zhuoli’s girlfriend, then joined the company, and also only through Han 

Zhuoli, she could have gotten the Gold Finger Best Newcomer Award. 

After that, she immediately got a role in Director Sun Yiwu’s movie, step by step, every progress of hers 

was all smooth-sailing. 

She finally understood now, if it was not for Han Zhuoli, Lu Man would not have become a part of Sun 

Yiwu’s movie at all. 

Haha, they had said it so nicely, making people think that she had really satisfied Sun Yiwu’s requests, 

but the truth was, it was all because of her status as Han Zhuoli’s girlfriend. 

Chapter 328: Just Now, You Wanted My Girlfriend To Get Lost? 

 

Sun Yiwu had given Lu Man a role just because of Han Zhuoli! 

What ability, what luck, they were all fake; it was just that she had a backer! 

Xia Mengxuan’s facial features were very twisted, this was too unfair! 

All the good things were given to Lu Man on a silver platter, what right did she have! 

Han Zhuoli looked at Vice President Yu coldly. “Just now, you wanted my girlfriend to get lost?” 

Vice President Yu almost knelt down for him. “No… I don’t dare to…” 

“If I knew that Lu Man is your girlfriend, no matter what, I would not dare to!” Vice President Yu was 

flustered, he was regretting it a lot. 

Han Zhuoli said coldly. “So the people who have nothing to do with me, you would dare to treat like 

that? When did all the departments in the company turn into a stage for you to show off your power!” 

At this moment, Vice President Yu could not care less about standing in front of his subordinates and 

that it was embarrassing. “CEO, I’m wrong, I lacked consideration.” 

When Han Zhuoli directed his cold gaze at Wang Lu, feeling as if nothing was wrong with his request, 

Wang Lu said, “Yu Xingzhou is a celebrity of the Han Corporation, doesn’t the Han Corporation have the 

duty to help Yu Xingzhou? It’s not something major, anyway.” 

Before this, wasn’t the Han Corporation supporting Du Lin quite a lot? 

But could Du Lin be considered the same as Yu Xingzhou? 



Du Lin himself did not have any moral issues, and was polite to Lu Man, and also had a very high EQ, but 

how about Yu Xingzhou? 

Furthermore, Du Lin was Dong Xing’s nephew, who was Yu Xingzhou, anyway?. 

Han Zhuoli said in a low grave voice, “The Public Relations Department’s employees have already said 

that they won’t take up Yu Xingzhou’s case, yet you still want to force them?” 

Depressed, Wang Lu quietened down, no longer having the gloating attitude he had just now when 

bullying these employees. 

“As for Yu Xingzhou’s case, the Public Relations Department won’t take it up, and even if they take it up, 

I’ll get rid of it.” Han Zhuoli looked at Wang Lu in irritation, who was he trying to play with! 

“Yes, yes…” Wang Lu had been acting very powerful just now, however, at this moment, he had 

transformed into a meek man. “Then… then I won’t bother you anymore.” 

“Wait!” Han Zhuoli called out to the Wang Lu who was planning on running away. 

Wang Lu was so nervous that he was about to have an upset stomach, and when he turned his head 

back, he heard Han Zhuoli say, “Yu Xingzhou is a celebrity under Han Corporation, right?” 

“Yes.” Suddenly, a glimmer of hope emerged again in Wang Lu’s mind. 

He hoped that Han Zhuoli would help Yu Xingzhou because of the contract. 

“Yu Xingzhou cannot be helped, he just became a little famous, yet he’s already so arrogant. Hence, the 

company won’t waste resources on such an arrogant, haughty person. I’m telling you clearly now, Yu 

Xingzhou has been buried, you don’t need to go outside and think of ways to find jobs for him. If he 

wants a job, he can go out on his own,” Han Zhuoli said, “He can break the contract with the company, 

and pay the full cost of the contract breach, only then he can do whatever he wants.” 

The color instantly drained from Wang Lu’s face, wouldn’t this completely block Yu Xingzhou’s path to 

fame and success from now on? 

Right now, Yu Xingzhou’s reputation was already not good, moreover, his reputation had not reached 

the expected level yet, so which other companies would be willing to pay the large cost of breaching the 

contract just to pull him over to their company? 

Not being able to pay for the contract breach, he could only stay in the Han Corporation until his 

contract expired. 

But at that time, it would be too late. 

The Yu Xingzhou who had just gotten popular would be unable to take advantage of his recent 

popularity, and after a few years, he would have long been replaced with a newcomer. Who would still 

remember him, an artist who was only popular for a while? 

“Alright,” Wang Lu’s face was a devastatingly pale. 



Han Zhuoli had already decided to change Wang Lu’s position as a manager afterwards as allowing the 

celebrity, Yu Xingzhou, under him to act this way clearly meant that Wang Lu was responsible to a 

certain extent. 

It was even indicated that Wang Lu himself did not have good morals. 

Han Zhuoli then looked at Vice President Yu. “You still want to stay here to act powerful?” 

“No, no, I’ll leave now.” Vice President Yu wanted to leave earlier, and after hearing Han Zhuoli’s words, 

he quickly grasped the opportunity to run away. 

When Han Zhuoli looked at Lu Man again, he saw Lu Man shake her head at him. 

Chapter 329: This Was Really Unexpected Trouble 

 

She was completely fine, but the other people in the office were still stunned. 

Therefore, Han Zhuoli gave the charge of managing the situation to Lu Man and smiled at her, not at all 

trying to avoid attention and then said, “Then I’ll go now.” 

This voice was gentle, unlike his normal tone. 

It was probably only towards Lu Man that he would be like that. 

Han Zhuoli along with President He and Zheng Tianming left the Public Relations Department, but who 

would have thought that Vice President Yu would still be waiting outside the Public Relations 

Department. 

He probably thought that just now he had completely embarrassed himself in the Public Relations 

Department, thus upon seeing Han Zhuoli come out, he hurriedly went to greet him. 

“CEO, I really didn’t know that Lu Man is your girlfriend,” President Yu said in a low voice, shyly, “If I 

knew, no matter what, I would not dare to disrespect her. CEO, this time, I really know my mistake, 

please don’t lower yourself to my standard.” 

Han Zhuoli did not even look at him and kept walking forward with big steps. 

Vice President Yu wanted to follow him but was stopped by Zheng Tianming. “Vice President Yu, there 

are so many colleagues walking about, it doesn’t look good, you should return to the office first.” 

Vice President Yu choked, “Then the CEO to me —” 

“Haha,” Zheng Tianming lowered his voice and said, “CEO is not the kind of person who would exploit 

his professional power to exact his personal revenge. However, this time, even if there was no Lu Man, 

and it was a normal employee, what you did was not right. We, Han Corporation employees, why do we 

really have to listen to what a small manager is saying? Who opened this company? Should the whole 

department absolutely listen to Wang Lu? Is it that powerful?” 

“No, no…” Vice President Yu started to sweat, “It… it was that he did not explain clearly, and I thought 

our employees in the Public Relations Department were in the wrong for being too arrogant. It was all 



because I have a good relationship with him that I never doubted him, who knew that he would cause 

me so much trouble.” 

Zheng Tianming just laughed it off. “Vice President Yu, no matter what, we all know you very well, and 

the CEO also knows you very well. Do you dare to tell the CEO this reason?” 

Vice President Yu’s face kept changing its color, and Zheng Tianming said coldly, “It’s better if you don’t 

follow.” 

After saying that, he shrugged Vice President Yu off, and chased up to Han Zhuoli. 

Meanwhile, Vice President Yu was at the back, standing still and grieving like he had lost his parents. 

Entering the lift, Han Zhuoli instructed President He. “Quickly get me the dirt on Vice President Yu.” 

After all, he was a Vice President, so Han Zhouli could not fire him as he wished; there had to be a good 

reason. 

“He’s always eying your position, yet you don’t have any dirt on him, this makes me doubt your ability 

very much.” The look Han Zhuoli gave a doubtful look to President He. 

President He: “…” 

This was really unexpected trouble. 

But since Han Zhuoli had already said it clearly, he could do whatever he wanted to get the dirt on Vice 

President Yu; even if Vice President Yu had made no mistakes, he could also forge a mistake for him. 

Moreover, Vice President Yu was a person who did not know the meaning of low-key, finding some dirt 

on him was probably not hard. 

*** 

After Han Zhuoli left, Lu Man had to be thick-skinned in order to face her office colleagues. 

The only good thing was that Brother Zhang and the rest already had some guesses and suspicious, thus 

even though the cat was let out of the bag, they were quite calm in accepting this fact. 

Sister Li said playfully, “You hide it really quite well.” 

Embarrassed, Lu Man apologized. “I’m so sorry, I really didn’t know what to say. I was scared that if I 

had told the truth, you all would have a prejudice against me, thinking that I came in through the back 

door.” 

Everyone thought about how on Lu Man’s first day in the company, even though they did not know 

about her relationship with Han Zhuoli, everyone had a prejudice against Lu Man already. 

Therefore, Lu Man having this worry was not strange. 

“Just wait for a while, very soon the fact that you are the CEO’s girlfriend would have already been 

spread in the whole company,” Sister Li said with a smile on her face. 

Chapter 330: You’re Being Low-Key 



 

“No, it won’t,” Lu Man smiled and shook his head. 

“Huh?” Sister Li was confused, not understanding why Lu Man said that. 

“He doesn’t want me to feel uncomfortable while working in this company as if everyone treats me as 

his girlfriend, my interactions with my colleagues would definitely be different. That’s why he agreed 

that he won’t tell anyone. Although he announced it today, he would definitely ensure that it would not 

be spread around by people.” 

“How can you be so sure? Just now, the CEO did not say anything nor did he instruct us anything.” Chen 

Shimian was shocked. 

“You dummy, of course, it’s because they know each other very well that Lu Man is so sure.” Sister Li 

could not help but sigh and such a deep understanding between them was already similar to an old 

couple. 

It seems that Lu Man and Han Zhuoli had been dating for a long time. 

“We will definitely not tell others, don’t worry, it’s just — ” Chen Shimian directed his gaze towards Xia 

Mengxuan. 

Xia Mengxuan had long been so scared that she was still in a stupor and stuttered “I… I won’t tell anyone 

else!” 

“Besides you all who know this, there’s only Wang Lu, President He, and Vice President Yu. President He 

would definitely not spread it, even Vice President Yu is a smart person, and he definitely would not tell 

other people. So the only ones who would probably gossip around about this would only be you and 

Wang Lu,” Lu Man told Xia Mengxuan, “As soon as it starts to spread, he would instantly know the 

culprit.” 

Scaring her like this was definitely a lot more reliable than Xia Mengxuan promising it by herself. 

As expected, Xia Mengxuan’s was scared until the blood drained from her face. “I… I definitely won’t tell 

anyone. If it… if it really spreads around, then let the CEO accuse Wang Lu!” 

Chen Shimian mocked coldly. “Just now, you were so bold, trying to curry favor with Vice President Yu.” 

Xia Mengxuan gritted her teeth, Chen Shimian always spoke just of her shortcomings. 

Right now, Vice President Yu himself was in deep trouble and in front of Han Zhuoli, even if he tried to 

protect her it would be useless, so wasn’t Chen Shimian indirectly mocking her? 

“Alright, stop scaring her,” Brother Zhang said in a soft voice. 

“I just hope that she can be more honest in the future,” Chen Shimian muttered. 

In the afternoon, Lu Man went to meet Han Zhuoli for lunch, and now no one found it strange anymore 

that Lu Man went away to eat her lunch. 

Was there still a need to ask? 



Of course, she was going to meet Han Zhuoli! 

Who knew, that just when Lu Man reached Han Zhuoli’s office, she would see Vice President Yu waiting 

out there. 

Seeing Lu Man there, even Vice President Yu was shocked, but he instantly understood and came over, 

looking over politely, smiling, trying to curry favor. “Miss… Miss Lu, you’re here to meet the CEO?” 

At that moment, the employees who had yet to leave, looked at Vice President Yu like they had just 

seen a ghost. 

Vice President Yu had always been the kind to bully the weak and be scared of power. He would suck up 

to those in higher positions while turning his nose up at those subordinates. 

As for them, lowly employees in his eyes, he always ordered them around a lot. 

Why was he being so polite to Lu Man! 

“It’s me being dumb, of course, Miss Lu is here to meet the CEO and has come over in the afternoon 

for — ” 

“Vice President Yu,” Lu Man cut him off coldly, not wanting him to say it here. 

Vice President Yu was stunned for quite a while; it was also the fact that he had been so affected today 

that it had impacted his intelligence, and thus for quite some time he was unable to comprehend Lu 

Man’s reaction. 

But as he looked at Lu Man’s cold expression, Vice President Yu finally used a little bit of his smarts and 

did not continue speaking. 

However, it took him quite a while to finally understand that Lu Man was probably unwilling to let 

others know about her relationship with Han Zhuoli. 

No wonder before this, no one had known, that was how he got into trouble! 

President Yu squeezed out a smile which looked worse than him crying. “Understood, understood, 

you’re being low-key.” 

Lu Man: “…” 

If he continued to be like this, she could no longer be low-key. 

Vice President Yu was almost going to kneel for her. 

Seeing that, the rest of the employees around them had an expression like they had seen a ghost. 

 


